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Restoration dramatists were to make that instinct a matter of enduring artistic importance.
There were few great names in music: Orlando Gibbons died while composing music for Henrietta's welcome to England; there were William and Henry Lawes, and a Mr. John Cooper, disguised, after the manner of his profession, as Signior Giovanni Coperario. But we boasted of being a musical nation, the standard of execution seems to have been high, and music was more of a habit among rich and poor than it has been in succeeding centuries. Charles, something of a connoisseur, did much to encourage good music in the churches. It was here that Puritanism was beginning to oppose it. Charles was perhaps all the less sympathetic to opposition for being excellently served in his own royal chapels and ignorant of the distracting effect of less able performers in the village choir. But, being the man he was, he could hardly fail to dislike the spirit which inspired the attack. It was to grow more powerful after his death, and end in the nineteenth century (it is hard to believe it nowadays) with one religious community expelling a girl for taking lessons in the piano.
But it is as a lover of painting that Charles remains really remarkable, and unrivalled among English kings. Contemporary rivals he certainly had, among them Richelieu and King Philip. Like them, Charles had agents all over Europe, and competition was brisk, though the prices paid were inconsiderable by the standards of a modern auction-room. At home his chief adviser was a Dutchman called Gerbier, who had once served Buckingham and attempted to educate Buckingham's erratic taste. It was to Buckingham that Gerbier wrote in praise of collecting pictures and against " those facetious folk who say it is money cast away on shadows. I know that they will be pictures still, when those ignorants will be less than shadows." Gerbier was himself an artist (besides writing ot. political economy, the science of fortification, and the education of the young), and he painted a miniature of

